A case with proximal femoral focal deficiency (PFFD) and fibular A/hypoplasia (FA/H) associated with urogenital anomalies
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Malformations of the lower limbs are rare and heterogeneous anomalies. Some congenital anomalies involving face, gastrointestinal system, skeletal system, urogenital system, heart, lung and diaphragma associated with lower limb malformations have been described in the literature. Here, we report a case of left proximal femoral focal deficiency (PFFD) together with fibular aplasia associated with left undescended testis and hypospadias. The putative embryologic mechanisms of lower limb defects and their possible association with lower urogenital tract malformations are also discussed.
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Proximal femoral focal deficiency (PFFD) and fibular aplasia/hypoplasia (FAH) are considered as the main anomalies involved in congenital asymmetry of the lower limbs. PFFD is a rare anomaly, occurring with a frequency of approximately 0.2/10,000 live births. PFFD is described as an outbreak of femoral hypoplasia or aplasia, isolated or associated with fibular and/or ulnar anomalies. It is an uncommon congenital defect that involves the femur and acetabulum in varying degrees. It can either be isolated or in combination with other defects of the lower limbs including absence or hypoplasia of the patella, FAH, and absence of lateral foot rays. In addition, some congenital anomalies involving other systems such as face, gastrointestinal system, skeletal system, urogenital system, heart, lung and diaphragma associated with lower limb malformations have also been described in the literature. Urogenital anomalies that can be associated with PFFD are described as hypospadias, cryptorchidism, small penis, vaginal septum, double uterus, double cervix, vesico-ureteric reflux, ectopic ureteric orifices, and pelvi-ureteric obstruction.

Here, we present a male infant with PFFD/FAH associated with urogenital anomalies including hypospadias and left undescended testis and discuss the possible molecular mechanisms that may have caused these defects.

Case Report

The male infant is the first child of healthy nonconsanguineous parents. Both parents were 28 years old. Family history and pregnancy were unremarkable. There was no history of maternal diabetes or exposure to any teratogenic agent during the pregnancy. The boy was delivered spontaneously at 39 weeks of gestation. Birth weight was 3500 g (50th centile), length was 50 cm (50th-75th centile), and occipitofrontal head circumference was 34 cm (25th-50th centile). Physical examination revealed a shorter left lower limb compared to the right. There were four toes including cutaneous syndactyly between two of them and the left foot was also twisted. The right lower limb, upper limbs and face were normal (Fig. 1). Radiographic examinations showed marked hypoplasia of the proximal 3/4 portion of the left femur. The ossification of the distal
femoral epiphysis was behind the expected level according to the gestational age. The left tibia was hypoplastic and the left fibula was absent. The foot radiographs revealed only one hypoplastic talar bone, four metatarsal bones and three phalanges on the left. No skeletal abnormality was observed on the right lower extremity (Fig. 2). There was no pathology on chest roentgenograms and abdominal ultrasonography. Routine laboratory tests and ophthalmological examination were also normal. Peripheral blood chromosomal analysis showed normal male karyotype (46,XY). The physical examination of the parents including their limbs was normal.

Discussion

Proximal femoral focal deficiency is a rare malformation of the lower limbs that involves the femur and acetabulum in varying degrees. It may occur with or without fibular hemimelia and can be unilateral or bilateral in presentation⁸. FAH covers a spectrum of malformations including variable degrees of FAH, shortening of the tibia and femur, genu valgum and lateral femoral condyle hypoplasia, knee ligament laxity, tibial bowing, ball and socket ankle joint, tarsal coalitions and missing lateral rays of the foot⁹. In the case presented, anomalies on the left side included hypoplasia of the proximal femur, fibular aplasia, tibial hypoplasia, aplasia of the distal femoral epiphyses, talar aplasia and oligosyndactyly. Some additional features and malformations have been defined associated with congenital limb deficiency including facial, gastrointestinal, urogenital, cardiac, and diaphragmatic anomalies⁴⁻⁶. In our patient, left undescended testis and hypospadias were present in addition to limb malformations.

It has long been suggested that the basis of such anomalies may involve an alteration of limb “developmental fields”, i.e., tibial and
fibular fields\textsuperscript{10}. However, a specific genetic cause, such as mutations involving a specific gene family, etc., has not been elaborated yet. One such affected putative gene family may be the Hox gene family involved in skeletogenesis both axial and appendicular, as well as in other systems such as the urogenital system\textsuperscript{11}. Five paralogous gene families, Hox 9-13, from Hox A and Hox D gene groups, come together in a co-linearly (HoxA-9 to HoxA-13 and HoxD-9 to HoxD-13) and play important roles in limb skeletal development. The paralogous groups that are represented with a smaller number, such as HoxA-9/HoxD-9 or HoxA-10/HoxD-10, start their patterning function during limb development earlier and in a more proximally localized area compared to those that are represented with a higher number, such as HoxA-12/HoxD-12 or HoxA-13/HoxD-13. This allows the patterning of each different skeletal area by another paralogous group of HoxA/HoxD genes. However, there are some structures where the functions of two consecutive paralogous groups overlap. Thus, they can compensate for each other's function up to a very significant degree, so that if a mutation blocks the function of one of these paralogous genes, the other continues to function to pattern the same skeletal structure (i.e. HoxA-9 can compensate for HoxD-9 to pattern the humerus) (Fig. 3).

In our case, mutation(s) involving the Hox gene clusters may be a part of the genetic causes of the defects seen in this child\textsuperscript{11}. Genetic studies have shown that the severity of the phenotype correlates with the increasing number of mutated alleles. These types of mutations are rare and usually sporadic due to the effect of teratogenic agents during the period of activation of these genes in the process of axial and appendicular skeletogenesis\textsuperscript{1,3,11}. Cases with familial history, on the other hand, are extremely rare.

The knowledge of involvement of Hox genes in developmental processes other than skeletogenesis, i.e., in the urogenital system and others, is supportive of our hypothesis for this case\textsuperscript{3,11,12}. Thus, it is our belief that there is quite a lot of genetic information available to start to evaluate involvement of candidate gene mutations in such malformations like PFFD and FAH, and Hox gene clusters may be a good candidate to start this approach.
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Fig. 3. Working hypothesis implicating Hox gene mutations in skeletal malformations (Adapted from Gilbert SF\textsuperscript{12}).